[Analysis of the swimming pattern and the velocity of bacteria using video tracking method].
The swimming patterns and the velocities of several flagellated bacteria were measured by a computer assisted video tracking method. The moving path of the individual bacterium revealed that the bacterium frequently changed its swimming direction and velocity. The velocity among bacterial strains varies widely. In low viscous environment. Campylobacter jejuni has characteristic swimming pattern with frequent changes in their swimming direction. As the viscosity increase, C. jejuni increases its velocity at a little higher viscosity of 3 centipoise (cP) and secondly increases at about 40 cP. Different from other flagellated bacteria, the swimming pattern of C. jejuni in these two velocity peaks were changed. C. jejuni exhibited continuously forward moving path in the first peak, but in the second it repeated back and forth swimming pattern. We thus assumed that C. jejuni may use a different swimming mode in high viscous media from the original mode mediated by the propelling force of the flagella. This method is useful for a detail analysis of bacterial movement and moving patterns in different environmental conditions.